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A. All right, the vault has designs for certain equip~ment, is one of the two' ,Mil 

things, and also hasiPicture~~ three,it also has devices that have been 
worked on. 
S. All right; are these functional devices, or are they model:s of the 
devices,or are they both? 
A. I would say bOth. How, there also, also seemro be something like 
tapes. 
S. Okey, are these mag~tic tapes or paper tapes? 
A. I have no answer for you; I know that it just says tapes. 
S. Okey, but do you understand rationally the difference between 
a paper tape and a ma~tic tape? 
A. No, I do not. 
S. All right\ the mag~tic tape is what we are transcribing this on right 

A 

now. A: paper tape is like the tITe- tape used on Wall Street, and used 
on some computers to i~put information and 
A. From what I cOllld:see it would be more 
tape. 

to get information out. 
:;;: ma@tic than ti cker 

if 

S. All right. Is the tape that is in the vault associated in some way 
with the machines in the sUite? 
A. The answer is yes. 
S. In what way is it associated? 

A. I donlt kh~~~£t this momement, Scott. I know that there is some 
connection between the machine and, concerning the machine and the 
information that is put into the vault. 
S. Well. okey, did you generalize it .. ? 
A. No, no, no. 
S. Specifically; the tapes? 
A. Tape is one of them, but 11m going, I have to say that as we were 
working there is more ihformation that, thg~~ I merely associated .•• but 
11m trying to figure out psychically wherel/these tapes are from. They-:are 
connected, but do they come out of the' machi ne is the answer whi d:.h : 
donlt have. 
S.Well, okey, they could either come out of the machine or they could be, lets say, 
digested or used by the machine for analysis. They could be both put into 
the machine and then become another tape, be an output form the machine. 
A. Because/again in the machine I keep seeing some information coming 
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S. And again tel:l us what that looks like when it comes out. 
A. It looks 1 ike a piece of paper with something on:: it, you know, 
like it has been tabulated. 
S. All right, tabulation as in numbers? 
A. Wel:l, tfRli ix SeeXDCltf IRS what I have seen before and what I see 
now is stilyhumbers. I cannot see any writing. 
S. Okey, all right, that is consistant there. All right, the pictures 
in the vault, as in photographs, you said photographs I believe. 
A. Uh huh. 
S. Are these a particular type of photograph, and by that I mean are 
they aerial photography, or grpund photography,or both,or what? 
A. Well, they are, but there are also other photographs of, how would I 
put it, ,very selected spots and options (?) is the word that comes .. 
S. Okey, are they photographs of the devices which they have some 
A. Relationship? I would have to say yes, 
S. Okey, but in addition are there other types of photographs? 
A. There are other photographs but I'm not sure what they are, I know 
that they are photographs. 
S. All right, I would like to know that •.. if you would put that back 
A. Would you keep that in note, maybe while we are driving it will aome 
out. 

S. Okey, now the third thing that Col Watt wanted was a description of 
the area around the building. I think in fairness to what we are doing 
we should not try to answer that because we are close to the building 
and we have looked at a map of the area and so ~ anything, either 
the questions that I might ask or any of the answers that you might give 
could be based upon rational knowledge .•• 

i~ A. But let us make also a note that I, the sketch I drew he came in, 
perhaps • . 
S. We will bring these, share these with him. 

~JVl~) A. That are very, ~ seem to be close to some of the things. 
S. Okey, okey. All right Alex, is there any other thing,now that we are 
as close as we are going to be able to get to the building? 
A. The only thing I can repeat is what I repeated this afternoon and this 
morning and it seems stronger - a sense of urgency to find out the 
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leakage in that building, that's all I want. If nothing else comes out 
of this that would be the most important factor involved. 

S. Okey, all right, we will secure and drive out and if you get any other 
impulses we will turn it on and activate it yourself. 
A. Okey 

... Some minutes later while driving away from the site. 

A. (?) feel ri ght now is a psychi callY' :as :an impul se is that the person) 
the man that is carryi ng thi s.., may disFappear, or pronounce dead,or somethi ng 
1 ike th is. 
S. Oh. 
A. This is what 11m feeling. 
S. Well now~let us talk this over. Is the person who is carrying this 
device the young man who you think has dis1appeared or will dis%appear8i 
and be killed? 
A. The emotion is yes. 
S. What is .. 
A. I donlt know; it is very emotional, Scott, at this point and I donlt know. 
S. Does that appear psychic iNPut? 
A. Yes, its, its ••. 
S. Okey, then there is some possibility that the,(lthat operation ';,s goij1ng 
to be wrapp~d ',up then, tha t / if that in fact has happened, the bug is, wi 11 
not come back into the area. 
A. If it has happened, it has not come back, but I Mon't know what I am 
pi cki ng up, a 11 I can say i sl, urgency. 
S. But you ... can we agree that •.. I want you to go ahead in time 
now, Alex, delibe~~ly go ahead in time, Will the device come into the Army's 
hands, will they locate. ? 
A. No, unless they do something they will not. 
S. Well, okey, but what can they do and when can they do it? 
A. I donlt know, I don't know, this is what 11m trying to figure oLit: 
S. Okey. Well, there is one thing to batch the person responsible ..• 
I guess we can say thi$,logically,if the agent in place is still there, 
and for reasons that are yet somewhat obscure to us they decide to get 
rid of the of the person who is the carrier of the device, it is something 8tit 
they can do again later, implant another device in the same sort of .. 
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A. The same sort of cover. 
S. Or some other cover, use the same mode. I am just logically saying this. 
A. All right, there is something that cdme to me. I spoke about one man 
being white, ther~s another person that appears oriental to me. I don't 
know how to explain that.· I don't know whether .•. all I can say is ~~ 
the word is oriental, all right? I cannot say Chinese, Japanese, I 
cannot say what it is. 
S. But what is the signficance? 
A. There is something important here that I have to put together. 
S. Okey. 
A. I just want to make a note of that, that I try to come back to that. 
S. Well,is the oriental a normal employee of the office? 
A. Yes. of the office. 
S. Are there any other orientals working there? 
A. I don't know. 
Sr It would be nice if you could tell uS,because that would be a positive. 
identification of a unique individual. 
A. But I don't know what this oriental~erson_ has in this whole thing. 
- - - - pause - - - -
A. live not had a psychic emotion like this in a couple of months, and the 
last time that I had before this session .... my question is: has any 
young man, 11m not talking about here and now, I get a feeling, has ever 
left this post and no word has ever heard from it and nothing has been 
done because of its dis~appearance? 
S. Well, this is a very large post,;. 
A. No, I me~~ly mean .. 
S. You mean within the area (Secure area where building 303 ;s located) 
A. That area . . 
S. 333. 

A. Yea. The thin, here that is asking, I keep hearing a dis1appearancej 
but it is not connected directly with what I am seeing now; it just an 
impression, that's all 11m asking, you know. It may come out later 
for what this means, connected or in (non) connected I don't know, but I 

just . (~'1 ~ dY'-~ 5) 
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Side 6, taped in the morning of 10 September 1981 

A. (Unintelligible) 
S. Yes, you said there was a, you identified two women. 
A. Not the one in the conference room. 
S. You didn't give much on her. you said there was a second woman, and I 
frankly would have to replay the tape to get whatever you did say, but 
I recall that there was not much description of her other than she was 

• 
older than the one (unintelligeble) 

• 
A. (Unintelligjble) 
S. Where is she going to come back into play now, in what way? 
A. Well, she (unintelligible) in a number of ways, I just don't want 
them to miss that because (unintelligible) You see, what is happening here 
first of all, the people who want the information either believe 071now 
that there was a very important project which is, in wliich they want 
the information for themselves. 
S. Okey. 
A. And therefore~in some way have worked themselves into this (?) 
and, have worked themselves into (?) by not because the ones recruiting 
the people for the project didnlt (?), but because after they had been 
selected it appears that (?) one of them (?) the one that knows there, 
the one that is .•• 
S. The agent in place. 
A. Yes, ( ? ? ?) he was approached and accepted, even wit~ecurity , it 
looks, 11m not going to say, I donlt know whether (?) or what. 
S. Okey, we are talking now about the person that I have identified as a~ 
agent in place. You say that he was recruited, and you are not sure how 
whether it was O'lrJt:of greed or lack of patrilltism or blackmail - something. 
Anyhow he , was he recently recruited? Or within one year, ten years. 

'I A. No, recently; by recently, I mean a couple of years, two years. Its 
not someone who has been in the service (?) ten year, fifteen years. 
S. In the service of the t2~~ foreign country. 
A. Oh, in the service of the United States, 
S. Okey, we have mixed two things. I wanted to get an identification of 
thi s person. 
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A. This person is working in room 333, he has not been there very long, 
the len~ of time that he has worked for (?) the secret role, whatever 
is needed, he is not a twenty-year man, he looks like someone, you 
know (?). I have to give him, you know, what 11m trying to say is that 
:he is not a person who en lfS\!J:ed and reen 1 i s ted. BY'ireen 1 is tment, 1 et me 
put it this way, I donlt mean, I have to clairify that for you. I want 
to be very specific. First of all, I am not sure whether the person is an 
Army, you know, someone in the service, or a civilian attached to the 
service. All right, ~ke~, because what I see is .. 
S. But that would be helpful Alex, if he is, if we could say he is a 
military personnel or a civilian. 
A. I will have to say civilian. 
S. Okey. And, how about age? What is his age? 
A. I would give him (?) mid-thirty 
S. And has he been on this job in the suite, a long period of time, short ~ 

period of time? '. . 1U "'A·~k 
~-~-- ~~~ 

A. The first (?) ' .... it says he was transfered from some other area) . 0) 
So it would appear to me, 11m giving that, ~Ilm giving a conclusion, 
XAiX it appears that he was not in on the ground floor· - but I may be 
wrong, I mean 11m only trying to be h~pful. 

~,~, Okey, but you are applying a rational judgement on that. Your ps~chic input 
~~~3emeRt was that he was on the ground floor of some project~ ~key, but 
what project? I siuspect that there is more than one project going on in 
suite 333. 

A.-%. What it says , he was doing some ~other project that was not there, 
into this project. 

S. But that, in fact may be the case for many employees in this suite. 
All right, letls try to get a ~sical description - height? 
A. I wi 11 gi ve you . . . (?) very bus i ness 1 i ke . • very easy goi ng . . 
very youthful, very active, 
S. Outgoing, but you sa~d tall. six foot? 
A. (?), close to it. 
S. Color of hair? 
A. Black. 
S. Color of eyes? 
A. They are not dark eyes, dark brown. they are not blue either, in other 
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Haze1 maybe? Light. 
s. All right. Skin? 
A. White, fair, almost babyish. 
S. Okey, any distinguishing marks that you would ordina~*ily see that yo-U 
associate with him? S~ar~ness of features? 
A. There is no sharpness of features, but sharpness of character. By 
character, personality. Joe College. You know what I mean. 
S. How about his bearing, the way he walks? 
A. (?) This is what I mean (?) 
S. So you say he has an upright bearing and sort of marches out rather 
than, than, not slouchy at all. 
A. No. very, let me put it this way, I~OUld put him as a typical Madison 
Avenue type, Wall Street. 
S. Where does he live; can you get an impression, immediately around 
the area where he works, or does he live in Virginia, Washington, D.C. , 
Maryl and? 
A. (? ? ?) He is married. 
S. Married. 
A. I believe that he has chi1dren, maybe two. 
S. Sex of children? 
A. I don't know. 
S. Young children? 
A. Young, I would give you, running around. 
S. Are they pre-school? Are either of them in school? 
A. It would appear that either pre-school,or that one has started school. 
S. Does he commurte for a long distance to work, or medium distance,or 
short distance? 
A. No answer at this time. 
S. And no location of where he lives. 
A. No location. Let me put it this way, I know that he uses a car and goes 
off base (?) 
S. Does he car-pool: does he drive himself? 
A. He drives himself, because I only see one (?). 
S. What is the make of the car? Color of the car? 
A. (?)(no make or color given) 
S. Okey rIQw~- this person you say was reasonably recently recruited 
by someone to be an agent in place. What country recruited him? 
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A. ? (very short. non country answer) 
S. All ri ght. 
A. It ,a~ethat (?) information that it would be paid for, but I donlt 
even k~w~what country it is, is that possible? 
S. It is possible that he is deceived, that someone might even think that 
he is working for the United States. There are a number of recruiting 
devices,but letls donlt go into that. I wan~ cut through all of that, 
and regardless of who he thinks he is working for, actually what country 
is behind it? 
A. 1111 have to return to that because 11m at that point, you know ,in my, 

you know how my m~md works to get through a point (?). 
S. Okey, but 1 et me try to program you ali ttl e bi t on, . . it is 
possible that he was approached by a country and he is conviJnced, 
that he may not think that he is doing anything tra~orious at this point, 
that he was approached by someone who convilnced him by documentation 
or by referals that tne" person that approached him is a member of Army 
counter-intelligence, and that he is being used tqtest the security of the 
office, when in fact that is a cover for recruitment and that he is , 
that he is, that person is working for an alien government. Just a second, 
letls clear the dog out of here. 
A. It appears to~ that this information is going to certain people 
in which in turn they sell that information tp a customer; can this be 
possible? 
S. Yes, this is possible. 
A. It seems to be the way that it is, and it is not a direct (?) (country?) 

(Not) Russia, China, Lybia t2~ or any country in the Middle East. 
S. All right, give me some details about this group, are they American 
citizens or a mixed group, or what? 
A. Its a mixed - well, you kno~t, again psychic emotion, and when I say 
psychic emotion I mean som~thing with impact, it looks like, and when I 
say looks like I mean il~. They are not foreigners, although there are 
one or two which I think from their faces to be foreign, they look like 
Chinese or Japanese, you know, 11m not saying that they are, 11m merely 
saying that ~ it is an American group with foreign people in it, in which 
thay can transfer this information. 
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S. Okey, but it is essentially it is a private enterprise. Is that what you 
are sayi ng? 
A. That is what I am saying. It is something so different to me, you know 
in (?) that is I'm confused. 
S. Okey, don't worry about whether it is start~Mng or conceivable or 
is concei\l:abl:e. Where is this group located'~h r~re t~ey, headquartered? 

~"\ says ~ ~ C""'-'f') "'-.~~ 
A. Well, the cef\-t¥'-a~ headquarters washington - is Washington. 
S.Where about in Washington? 
A. I don't know, all I could see was (?) in my mind whether it was this 
building or that building. 
S. okey~re you talking about wash~:on, D.C.? 
A. Yea, Washington. D.C. An office tfta~appears to be a l~gitim~ office. 
S. Okey naw, let's try to. be precise, the Washington, D.C. area including 
Maryland and Virginia ... 
A. No. Washingtan, the city of Washington, D.C. 
S. The palitical erikty af Washingtan, D.C. 
A. Washingtan, D.C. where the capitol is. 
S. Do. they have an,rther meeting places anywhere else in the United States,' 
d,r the warld? 
A. The answer to. that is, the anly ward that comes to me is , amd I don't 
knaw whether itmeans anything is "net" ',' •.• IInetwork. II 
S. All right, netwark. 
A~ And ~ reasan I see that is that in my mind there are lines. 
S. Okey, let me change the questian from meeting places; do they have any 
ather affices~ in ather places in the Unites States or anywhere else in 
the warld? 
A. The answer is yes. 
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s. Okey, then the network you have a psychic impress~ion of lines 
as if there is a - linkages - okey let's stop this line of 
inquiry and if theArmy is interested we can pick it up later. 
I want to get more identification of the second person~' 
about whom~ you have strong feelings. This is the young man 
who may be carrying or perhaps did carry the device which was the 
transmitter. You describe him as a young man before. Can we have 
a pick up on that description and give us as much detail as 
possible • . • 
x. -- - - - - - after a pause and discussion off tape - -
S. We have been discussing this description in size and the 
location of the transmitter, and Alex is now making a sketch of 
it~larger than life size. 
A. An~in it is a very smal~ot •• 
S. This is •• 
A. This is, let us say 
S. Well, what is this thing? 

OL 

A. This thing looks like something within ~ne' device the person 
is carrying, all right, one of the 
that system • • • the system has -

trans-systems, and within 
lIke a little cartri~e. 

,( 

S. Okey, but I want to know this, yesterday ~aH and this is on 
the other side of the tape, you came up with the suggestion 
that it was a computer .. 
A. All right 
S. A hand held computer. 
A. It~ like a little computer, 
S. All right is that what ~~H that is? 
A. No, no, this is not the computer. 
S. That is something inside the computer. 
A. That is inside the computer. 
S. Okey 
A., ~ looks like a little cantrfke,very small, all right? 
S • \;1ike a battery maybe. 

A. Like a, but its very small, like a battery bU~ery small. 
S. Okey 
A. Its something like the pin of a needle, the head of a needle. 
S. Okey, but that's that little dot. 
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s. Okey, but I want to know ~hat this oblong thing is? 
A. That oblong,x its just my image of something that looks like 
insideX of whatever it is, the computer or whatever they are 
carrying. 
s. That's a component part 
A. A component part in it. It is very samll. 
S. Okey, KMBW now draw the computer around ix that so that we 
know where, where that is. Is it in the center, or one 
corner or one end, or what? 
A. Okey, can we shut that off? 
S. Yea. 
A. Note that it really doesn't fully belong into this, not that 

feeTshave any doubt about what I was saying. What Dr. Osis said that he always I 
that some of the things are so outrageous and s~~~ out 
tha t those are the things that are really ~aa:l.·:tBs::i- you get on 
the (?) and that's how I feel about what I just tol~ you. 
I mean it seems so out, but that's the way I feel about it, 
Psychically •• 
S. Okey, wijat we are talking about and what was off the recorder 
for a short time was a discussion of solid state circufury. 
Alex feels very strmngly, psychically~that something that he 
can best describe no~ that appears and may be a hand-held 
calculator, or some device that appears that way is the 
receptor of a transmitter. The transmitter itself is exceedingl~ 
small, very small, pin head size. And appears is embedded 
or is a dis~uised part of a normal electronic oomponent. He fBw 
feels also that this is activated~wkeNxtkB that the transmitter 
is turned on by the switch that normally turns on the devic~} 
let's say the calculator, and by extension is therefore only 
used when it is turned on, and when the calculator or device is 
turned off, then it is not transmitting. Is this correct? 
A. That is correct 
S. And that this device has been unwittingly carried, that is~the 
transmitter has been unwittingly carried into the suite by a 
young man whoes description has been given. That there is an 
employee, also relatively young, but what, older than the man 
carrying the device, this is the agent in place - - the relative 
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A. One is older than the other. 
S. Okey, and which is older ~9 tww, the agent in place? 
A. The agent in place, the man carrying is the younger. 
S. 2kR~x Is the younger, oke~ 
A. Now I have to say that the man carr~ing - it is unknown to him. 
S. 2kR~ Right, we have that. All right now, the next issue, Alex, 
is one we have faced before, we have gone reasonabl, far/~~ 
you have reached a block on this. And this concerns the issue of 
time. The young man, it is~ested on another tape, that the 
young man carrying this, and~just for purposes of conversation 
call it a calculator, hand calculator - - the man carrying 
this hand calculator is the man who you feel will take a trip 
or has taken a trip, which may end up or has ended up in his 
death, being killed. Alex, has this happened, or x% is it 
something to happen in the future1 or may happen in the future? 
A. ?? I don't know. 
~JV--~ 
S.~Th~t is perfectly all right, always an acceptable answer. 
A. It's just that - again I have a psychic emotion on it. 
a psychic em~ion - - whenever I have a psychic emption 
(?) and I have to say that, but I don't know ifx%RR whether the 
man is dead, a~dY ~~ • (?) it can be stopped. 
S. The point iSAAlex,~ot to lay ~ additional purden on you. 
pressure, but to make it obvious, if it has already happened, 
if the young man has taken his trip, and has not returned, 
this will tend to verify all of this s~ario, but it also 
may mean that it will be more difficult, if not impossible, 
to locate the bug, the device. o~other devices like this 
and the counter (measure),and it may also make it more difficult 
to wrap this whole thing up. 
A. I understand this, let mw put it this way, from my past 
experience in working ~ the lab. you know, things have come 
out that, .mHxkHmw~ they are not, you know turning out (?) 
and therefore I'm not going to stop with this tape, (?) 
the information will then ~e related to • • • 
S, Okey, I'll make sure that it gets transfered. 
A. But what I'm trying to say is, I have one of the settings, 
they have to understand this, I don't know (? if there has been 
a murder? ?) I do get a psychic emotion because of the tramma 
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that takes there, but I also get a psychic emotion (from) the 
tramma what will take place. And i~e, because I am not in 

........rtw ~~.!! -- -r} 
the situation'Athe situat10n.~you know we have been as close 
as we could get, it doesn't seem yet enough for (?), it is 
one of the short comings at this movement that it is not ~ming~~' 
S. Well, are you suggesting, it appears that you are suggesting 
to me that you could be more precise if you were al~owed ~~e 
entry into tfte suite y JJJ. 
A. I would say that it is a high probability that I would be 
ZEXXK able to, but I would not • • • 
S. Okey, 
A. I would still pick up the emoti0ns, but you know, in other w 
words, the center of my work is to pick up the emotion of 
what is wrong, or what has been wrong in the placeX and therefore 

~~ 
try to put it together in ~ description, and the things that 
I state, so that the people there can make significant (?) 
S. Would the effect or the pick--up we essentially the same 
whether you were there with people or wirhout people? O~herwise, 

if you went there in the evening, for security purposes, so that 
you would not interrupt anything going on there, would it be jus~ 
as valuable to do that~at night say, as it would be during the 

day? 
A. Yes it would be. Let me put it this way, I don't know, 
I never did it~n a living group. I've done it (?) in the past. 
What I've done in the same junction you are talking about like 
on Wall Street or other places, is while the people are there 
I would just walk through and, you know, have my psychic emotion 
work intm it. Now, I'm willing to try it, but, you know, again 
it would be a first time •• 
S. Okey, well that's the~ decision. 
A. I'm just giving you the information. 
S. But it wo~ld appear to be a good deal more awkward for you to 
walk, just walk th.ough during the day when people are in place 
because of the normal security. 
A. What can be done, what can be done Scmtt, We can walk through 
the empty building (?) and see what I pick up, and if I'm not 

Ap~~t~9ft,F~efe~~~ 2¥f80/¥ftJbr : ~~~D~%6~E(,~g8~obo~6d140004-7 
S. All right. Well~let us shift from this line right now, 
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I think we've hit all those things that we tried, that we 
talked about yesterday on the Dther side of the tape, that 
we going to come back to - that is identification of the man 
and a stick point is whether or not the young man dis¢appearance 
has taken place and his possible death, or whether that is 
something in the future. Yo~entioned yesterday, that did not 
get on the tape (this is in error, it did get on the tape) 
when we were driving back from Fort Belvior - is there on 
record the dispappearance of another poung man, a military 
personnel that has'nt been investigated. Is that the connection 
you had? 
A. Yes .. t1=tati-s- ane-:ther question 
S. That is another question, somehow it is related. 
A. Somehow, something is related to it, I'm not sure what it is. (?) 
S. Okey, well it is on tape, and that was the reason I wanted 
to get it on tape. Let's cycle back just for a moment to the 
second female. Will you tell us where she is going to fit in? 
Where does she fit in? 
A. She is a transit only. 
S. A transient in the sense that she doesn't work full time in 
JJJ. is all I can say 
A. Or comes in and outA~ I don't see her coming in at eight B 

o'clock in the morni.g, nine o'clock. 
S. Is it possible that she works somewhere else in the building 
and on occas~ion comes down to JJJ? 
A. The answer is no. 
S. She do~sn't work in tb~ building? Does she work on thebase? 

I~,~VJ 
A. Let us return to t~t. ~ that she travels fYDm time B% to 
time~ into the suite, but is not on the base. For w~reason I 

A """- "'1 
don't know. But I do know that there is something (?)fl he secrecy 

"]) I 
of the (?) (":~~_,Q.."&-~t\ 
S. But, Okey,~ could be important to the normal pr-oject 
that they are working on, i~also could be important to the leak? 
A. Yes. 
S. Which is it, or is it both? 
A. Its, its, what is says is important to the whole thing 
we have been discussing. 
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S Ok b t th t .. th' d~' f • ey,u a aga1n 1S every 1ngJ so we nee ,1 you can~ 
to get some differen~iation, now or later on. 
A. It's just that she came in as a shadow, you know at the 
beginning, by shadow meaning qisturbance in the SEKREK sce~ 

I should have pursued it, or something, I dpn't recall 
what happened (?) I will continue it this week when I get back 
(to Maine) (?) 
S. Okey, Alex, I want to know, this bug is transmitting 
information out of the suite, out of the building, now 
it is being received somewhere. Where is that somewhere, how 
fae is it~ transmitting? One of the problems oj ••• 
A. It's close, and it may be right on the base. 
S, I would EK suspect that it is on XRK base. Where on base 
Alex, you have been around tha-t base, did you come close to 
a receiving site? 
A. rfwas wondering Scott, (?? ? ?),the psychic emotion comes 
through ( ? ? ) 
S. But it would be easier if it could be in one of the homes 
in the housing area closer to thag. Is it in one of those? 
A. I don'tk~~,I'm just trying to eXPlai~~eotshort time 
(he was onpttse)Aih~sYChiC tells me that it is either on 
base or close located (end of tape 6) 

- - - Tape 7 - - -

S. The person5who monitorlthe bug, the signal for reception 
• 0.". Sltlte • 

and record1ng out of roo~ JJJ-- Alex, you sa1d that it 
transmits fDr a short distance, or thw receiver is a short 
distance away from the transmitter, probably on base. Is 
that person who receives that)and is responsible for recording) 
it male or female? 
A. At this present time my psychic tells me that it is a female. 

S. III right. °t-n-)J.t,-r . 
A. But I don't know, 8lEe"&t't that is clal'rv0'#lce.tWAWL' 
S. Okey, now, but does that person live on base, or come 
on the base and go off the base? 
A. At the present time, no answer. 
S. No answer. Is that person an employee, a full-time employee 
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of this organization that has a network that is responsible 

for this ac? of eSn<linage? A -~~~~x~i.e employee? , ~~,,~~.:rr~ p 
o-.-ool "w.~ ~~~~~~)t .~ "...... • ~ .... ----,-- , I 

A. The answer_is 110~ vPJj'&"n I'm no sayingt'PF? '?j 
cre--~'l ~ (?:>;» Il\ ' .~~ 

S. Well, let me;'okey, :r;kan see that, but}does this .. ,...Wl} '-' 
f 1 '(e;,pl Ii!!~ t t' " ema e r~~ ha she ~s, what she ~s do~ng, does she know-
ingly do this, or is she in fact being used. Has the received 
and recorder been planted in her apartment or house and she 

doesn't realize what is going on? }v f'-4\ } ~ APt" ~ .. _ 

A. This is what I don't knatl yet. (? ?) I keep ~ -_."-.... _;~ jl..LT"J: 

~~:JJ-
-(~ ? ) and I'm trying to relate (p.-¥-+-) Fit tells me that if I 
can interpretate the symbol of th~\ines, it tells me I have EO 
follow these, you know tha~b;$; is kind of a cQlJ.nection .. ..va. GJV'--A~, I,;l(,d -w--a--
tixixi~ By doing ~t before ---. 00 and Dr. Osis ~ not to 

.AJ~ O_nlL.lL) 

S. worry about the ~ to let if go at this point. 
S. All right let's, Alex, for conversatinn in the future, if 
something urgent comes up and we have to refer to this 
over the phone, let' s call this the "z" network, wi t~u..t 
refering to listening devices or receivers or room JJJ, 
or anything else. If you say I have some more information on % 
the "z" network just tell what it is without any reference 
to any of this' But we will only do that if you think that it 
is Sp vital that you can't wait to write it 
A. And even am my lett~~? <::7.?) aqg ~ will type all letters t 

,,~!.Q.d/~.~, ff;(~, 
(??) I just want tOA ' .. ~). I hope, the people who ar~ 
I , t' I."" 'iI"~ .~~'"1' iJ':"~ ~ ~.'''(:Q:;;;J ~ ~ ~....R. 
ll!.~~~·~~~~~~~~",~, " t~;?) 
S:-I'm-sure that this point has not been missed ~lex, 
that they are as sensitive to this as we, if not more so, 
after all, this is~ome of their full-time job, we are only 
part-time actors. 

end of tape 7 - -
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